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April 2019 

Dear Cathy: 

 

As I wrap up my final three months as CU president, I’ve been reflecting on what makes the University 

of Colorado such a special place. I would imagine that all of you who have a touchpoint with CU have 

your own answer – people, places or times in your life – and there would be a lot of overlap. Like many 

of you, it’s my alma mater, the place that prepared me for a successful career and life. 

Yet serving as president for the past 11 years has given me a unique perspective on our university to 

complement what I came to know over the past several decades as a student, alumnus, donor and 

volunteer. The sum of my experiences tells me one thing separates great universities from the pack, 

and that’s great faculty. And at CU, we’re fortunate to have one. 

I know what a difference faculty made in my own life. People like Bruce Curtis and Doc Thompson 

guided me through the geology program at CU Boulder and had a profound impact on my career and 

life. It was Curtis who told me, after I had completed my bachelor’s degree, that I should forget the 
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master’s thesis and keep drilling. He was right. 

I have talked with thousands of alumni and friends of CU over the years and if there is a common 

thread among them, it’s that a faculty member touched their lives in some way. Whether through 

classroom instruction, or – in my case – being a mentor, or opening a door you never even knew 

existed, CU faculty make a difference. 

Some of the examples from our four campuses of how they do it are big and visible. Others quietly 

make a profound impact. Boulder Professor Tom Cech, CU’s first Nobel laureate, taught freshman 

chemistry for a number of years in addition to leading CU’s BioFrontiers Institute. He once told me few 

of his students know about his Nobel prize, which is fine with him, but he also told me how important 

he thinks it is to get students excited about a subject. He’s happy to play a role in that. 

I met Margarita Bianco from CU Denver when she earned the Timmerhaus Teaching Ambassador 

award, a CU honor that allowed her to share her innovative teaching with other faculty inside and 

outside the university. She founded Pathways2Teaching, an innovative pre-collegiate program that 

encourages high school students of color to enter the teaching workforce. Bianco channeled her own 

experience as the first in her family to graduate from high school and college to help address 

significant needs in our schools. 

I learned about Christopher Bell from our Colorado Springs campus by listening to our CU on the Air 

podcast. Bell, a professor of media studies and director of graduate studies in the Department of 

Communication, specializes in the study of popular culture, particularly how race, class and gender 

intersect in children’s toys, books and movies. He gave a TED Talk on the topic that has gotten more 

than a million views. He also consults with Pixar Animation Studios to help make their movies more 

inclusive. 

My wife, Marcy, and I first met Dr. Hunt Potter of the CU Anschutz Medical Campus after we learned 

about his work researching Alzheimer’s disease, which our family has had experience with. We were 

struck not only by his substantial expertise, but also by the passion and humanity he brings to his 

work. He is making progress in his quest to find a cure for the awful disease. 

One of the great parts of my job is interacting with CU’s President’s Teaching Scholars, one of our 
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highest honors for faculty, recognizing a select group of teachers and researchers who exemplify the 

best of what our faculty have to offer. I admire their achievements, but also their willingness to share 

their expertise with colleagues for the benefit of students. 

We highlight our faculty in a monthly Focus on CU Faculty electronic publication that compiles a few of 

the many times they are featured in the media. I would invite you to have a look to give you a sampling 

of the breadth and depth of our faculty’s work. 

It’s easy to pluck out a few examples of teaching and research excellence among CU faculty. But it’s 

also heartening to know there are thousands of women and men on our faculty just like them doing 

exemplary work every day in our classrooms and research laboratories. There is no doubt that faculty 

are the heart of the university. And at CU, that heart beats strong. 

For feedback, contact officeofthepresident@cu.edu 

Sincerely, 

 

Bruce D. Benson 
President 
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In the news 
 

   

CU Boulder and Coursera to launch fully online master’s in electrical engineering  

 

I am pleased to share with you that CU Boulder and Coursera, the leading online learning platform, this week 
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announced a partnership to launch the world’s first globally scalable Massive Open Online Course (MOOC)-based 

electrical engineering master’s degree. 

    

 

CU on the Air Podcast 
 

   

What the Virtual Human has taught and will teach us  

 

Victor Spitzer, director of the Center for Human Simulation at the CU School of Medicine, discusses the amazing 

Virtual Human living cadaver. Spitzer and his team froze, sectioned and sliced body-donor Susan Potter, who died at 

age 87 and now lives on in 27,000 photos. 

    

 

   

   

Urban Underserved Track’s after-school activities build community wellness  

 

The Urban Underserved Track at the CU School of Medicine held its second health fair – in partnership with Spring 

Institute for Intercultural Learning and the Lions Club – at the New America School in Denver, providing mostly 
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immigrant students and their communities free health and vision screenings after the bell and before bedtime. 

    

  

Spotlight on Alumni 
 

   

Link to CU Denver aids couple in building business, dream job  

 

Whether it’s combing the tree-lined beaches of Costa Rica or learning the artistic trade of a Tennessee woodworker, 

alumni Lauryn and Ian Kellett agree – they are living their dream job. The couple founded Denver-based Liquid Luck 

Productions, a video company that produces a variety of work, ranging from still photography and TV shows to 

documentaries and marketing clips. 

    

  

CU Advocates Program 
 

   

  

News from the campuses 
 

  

The ethics of artificial intelligence: The CU Boulder 

campus is exploring the future of artificial intelligence from 

  

Photo feature: Hybl Center construction: The William 

J. Hybl Sports Medicine and Performance Center is 
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a holistic perspective. 

 

starting to rise out of the ground. 

    

  

Big news in engineering: Ambitious plans for the 

college, the city and the field of engineering. 

 

  

Stroke risk declines in the U.S. and Colorado: 

However, despite promising trends, black men and 

women continue to be at higher risk. 

     

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

Make a difference. Support CU today! 

GIVE TO CU  
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